2022 Concert Program Announcement: Week Four

SATURDAY, AUGUST 6, 2022

**BRIDGE**
String Sextet, H. 107
Cherry Choi Tung Yeung, violin
Isabelle Durrenberger, violin
Hayang Park, viola
Hsin-Yun Huang, viola
Julia Yang, cello
Peter Myers, cello

**SCHULHOFF**
Concertino
Joshua Smith, flute/piccolo
Yuchen Lu, viola
Nina Bernat, double bass

[INTERMISSION]

**BRAHMS**
Clarinet Quintet in B Minor, Op. 115
Yoonah Kim, clarinet
Isabelle Durrenberger, violin
Brian Hong, violin
En-Chi Cheng, viola
Christoph Richter, cello

SUNDAY, AUGUST 7, 2022

**BEETHOVEN**
Wind Octet in E-flat Major, Op. 103
Frank Rosenwein, oboe
Russell Hoffman, oboe
Sang Yoon Kim, clarinet
Víctor Díaz Guerra, clarinet
Marlène Ngalissamy, bassoon
Jake Thonis, bassoon
Richard King, horn
Ryan Williamson, horn

**BRITTEN**
Canticle III: Still falls the Rain
Patrick Bessenbacher, tenor
Ryan Williamson, horn
Lydia Brown, piano

[INTERMISSION]

**MENDELSSOHN**
String Quartet in E-flat Major, Op. 44, No. 3
Maria Ioudenitch, violin
Ji Won Song, violin
Hayang Park, viola
Christoph Richter, cello

— ALL PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE —

To inquire after ticket availability, visit www.marlboromusic.org or call 802-254-2394.

When at the Concert Hall, we thank you for abiding by the protocols we have established to help keep our community, our audiences, and our neighbors healthy and safe. Proof of vaccination and masks are required. We thank you for your cooperation and understanding.